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SUBJECT: Praxis Alternatives 
 
 Since the Highly Qualified Teacher standards were established in South Dakota, the 
Board of Regents Policy 2:16 Teacher Education Programs has required that all candidates meet 
the qualifying scores on Praxis II and Content exams prior to student teaching. Specifically, 
section 7.B indicates:  
 

Teacher education students must take the South Dakota state certification content exam 
for their major(s) level of preparation before the semester in which they student teach. 
Students must achieve the qualifying score for certification in South Dakota prior to 
beginning student teaching.  

 
 Since this has been established as Board of Regents’ policy, a number of formal requests 
have emerged seeking waivers on behalf of students who have fallen short of meeting the cut 
scores set by the Board of Education.  These requests have routinely been denied due to the fact 
that the Board believes: 1) that students recommended for student teaching should have both the 
pedagogical and content knowledge necessary for teaching in South Dakota school districts; and 
2) that those students who successfully meet graduation requirements have achieved all the 
standards required to earn licensure to teach in South Dakota.  Two years ago, as ETS began to 
modify a number of existing Praxis examination, a set of new cut scores were approved by the 
BOE.  While South Dakota had originally set cut scores at lower levels than many other states, 
this new round resulted in aligning scores with the majority of states relying on Praxis data and 
content expert recommendations.  One examination in particular caused significant concern with 
Mathematics professionals around the state as the qualifying score for the Mathematics Content 
exam was set at ½ standard deviation above the national mean.  Since the new exam has been in 
place, roughly 78% of math students have failed the Praxis exam on the first attempt, and on 
average only 52% of students (i.e., those representing content knowledge in other areas) in the 
state fail on the first attempt.   
 
 To address this issue the DOE has indicated interest in employing multiple measures for 
establishing teacher licensure in the state and are working with BOR representatives to identify 
alternatives.  AAC will receive a brief update on these discussions which are likely to emerge as 
a discussion item at the May 2015 Board of Education meeting.     

http://www.sdbor.edu/policy/2-academic_Affairs/documents/2-16.pdf
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